Introduction
Diagrams are an important step in the Software Engineering. There are many Diagrams like block diagrams, organizational chart for displaying the organizational structure, network diagram of an organization, Pie Chart, Flow Chart, ER-Diagram etc. But out of all these Diagrams ER-Diagram is very important in software development process. In today's business world, databases are of almost significance, as they characterize data of an organization and entity relationship modeling is by far the most common way to state the analytical result of an early stage in the creation of the new database [1] . In this paper we are going to see the difference between the ER-Diagram generating tools which is manual process, also require the lots of knowledge about tool and a web Application that we are going to develop. Currently there are various tools and software are available to draw the diagram. These tools are not liable for automatic generation of ER-diagram (Entity Relationship diagram). These tools provide the platform for the user to represent the ER-diagram using various symbols. Currently using tools for creation of ER-diagram are Edraw [7] , DIA [8] etc. These tools are producing the Entity Relationship Diagram manually. That implies it require drag and drop the objects which are required to draw the Entity Relationship diagram. It should be noted that there are many representations of ERDiagram for the same problem statement. We also plan to implement the web Application in the three steps Step1:-Taking the input from the user i.e. Entity, Attribute and Relationships Step2:-Providing input to a web form, which is generating the ER-Diagram automatically Step3:-Generate and Store the ER-Diagram.
As DIA [7] and Edraw [8] is a manual tool to generate ERDiagram. As [1] has not more focus on ER-diagram, [2] has not Clear idea about the how to generate ER-diagram automatically, [3] have the difficult process for generating ER-diagram automatically, So we are developing the Web application which is generating the Entity Relationship Diagram automatically by taking the input as Entity, Attributes and Relationships (between the Entities) from an user. As this process is automatic this is very useful for the user.
Literature Survey
In Explains about an ABCM (Association based conceptual model) and how the ABCM uses a context-Adaptive approach to generate the Entity Relationship diagram. Before generating the ER diagram a graphical tool called Association based conceptual model is used to find an association between a two or more objects described in the business descriptions. The ABCM is able to manage a three or more objects as well as two ones in a breath.
In [5] an AER (Articulated Entity Relationship) is generated from the Entity-Relationship diagram. The AER is an extension to the ER-diagram. In the AER, diagram is generated automatically but the ER-diagram is taken manually. In [6] for generating the Entity-Relationship diagram natural language processing is used. Heuristic approach [6] is used for generating the Entity Relationship diagram. The semantic Heuristics will be used to determine the Entity, Attribute and Relationships from a database specification. Heuristics are a better approach, but the Diagram generation process is complicated due to this. In [6] syntactic Heuristics are implemented in the ER-converter. In Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY [4] diagram generation algorithms are given. Building block diagrams, graphical objects, diagram resizing and diagram editing algorithms are described in [4] . But, the process used in [4] is manual. In the module 1 we are extracting the Entity, Attribute & Relationships from file which is provided as input by user for generating the ER-Diagram. As our project is a web based so we have to develop a web page which will generate the ERDiagram automatically. We have to provide the input as an Entity, Attribute, Relationships (relationships between an entities) .As all this process is on the web so after providing the input this information is sent to the server. As soon as this information is coming to a server so the server has to save this information in the database. This information will be provided in the next module to generate the output.
In module 2 we are providing Entity, Attribute & Relationships as input to this module and generating the ERDiagram automatically. The information which is saved by the server is fetched from a database and used to generate the ER-Diagram. In generating the ER-Diagram automatically we are going to develop the webpage and in module 3 we are taking the ER-Diagram which is generated by the Module 2 and this Diagram is saved into the format which a user is comfortable. After saving a file in this format the file is either stored on the server or provided to the user.
So, for this entire process user need an internet to generate ER-Diagram automatically and the user has to provide the all information to generate the ER-Diagram Then ER-Diagram is generated automatically. Arrows in the diagram show the input and output to and from the web page. Initially the user, providing the input files which contain the Entity, Attribute, and Relationship. And these inputs are provided to the webpage and these web pages will give the output as the ER-Diagram as shown in the Diagram. As compared to the previous tools these Web Application is the better approach to generate diagrams and also as these are available on the web so it is easy to use for the user. 
Conclusion

